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The Ranger Requires a Double Take
by William Doc McDonald

Taking Another Look at the Ranger Class

This article takes another look at the Ranger class, a
version without spell ability. The ranger's ability to cast
spells is so delayed that it is no real advantage to the class
for most campaigns. Instead, new skills are added at
more appropriate levels to reflect the ranger's continued
increase in awareness and ties to the natural world. The
ranger's combat and stealth abilities are expanded in this
article, some based in fact, others based in myth and
legend.

Editor Note: This class is a hybrid of AD&D and 2nd Edition
AD&D, although it can be easily used in either game system.
Referenced materials indicate which edition they are for.

Ranger
The ranger is a sub class of fighter that excels at
woodcraft, tracking, scouting, infiltration, and spying.

Rangers live not only by theirs swords, but also their
wits. Rangers are hunting guides, wilderness experts,
mountain men, intelligence specialists, advance guard,
and silent stalkers. They protect nature and those people
who make the wilderness their home from the evil
denizens who would cause harm to the land and the
people. Rangers are most often humans, but may be elves
or half-elves. Rangers are always non-evil; as such they
vary widely between good and neutral, lawful and
chaotic. It is in the ranger's heart to do good, but not
always by the rules.

The ranger must have scores not less than 13 in Strength,
14 in Constitution, 13 in Dexterity, and 14 in Wisdom. A
ranger who has Strength, Dexterity, and Wisdom scores
of 16 or more gains a 10% bonus to the experience points
he earns.

Ranger Experience Table

Level Ranger
HD
(d8)

1 0 – 2,250 2

2 2,251 – 4,500 3

3 4,501 – 9,000 4

4 9,001 – 20,000 5

5 20,001 – 40,000 6

6 40,001 – 90,000 7

7 90,001 – 150,000 8

8 150,001 – 300,000 9

9 300,001 – 600,000 10

10 600,001 – 900,000 11

11 900,001 – 1,200,000 11+2

12 1,200,001 – 1,500,000 11+4
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Rangers require 300,000 experience points per level
for each level beyond the 12th, and gain 2 hit points
per level for each level beyond the 10th.

The ranger, through his solitary wanderings, develops a
level of alertness allowing him to be surprised only 10%
of the time while awake, and have only a 50% chance of
being surprised while sleeping. The Dungeon Master can
modify these chances based on what lengths the pursuers
take to mask their noise level. Magic would negate this
skill. Thieves and others trained in stealth could bestow a
penalty equal to their move silently scores.

Tracking is principally used in outdoor situations,
although conditions underground may enable a ranger to
track a creature. The ranger must have observed the
creature to be tracked within 30 minutes of the
commencement of tracking, or have obvious signs of the
creature available, and the ranger must begin tracking at
a place where the creature was observed.

Description Modifier

Outdoor Terrain modifiers:

Soft enough to hold impressions of the
creature being tracked

+20%

Allows occasional marks or obvious signs of
passage

+10%

Allows only infrequent signs of passage due to
rock, water, wind, other creatures, etc.

±0%

Prevents all but the minutest traces of
passage

-50%

Other Outdoor modifiers:

For each creature being tracked beyond the
first in the group being tracked

+02%

For every 12 hours elapsed since the trail was
made

-05%

For every hour of precipitation that has fallen
on the trail

-25%

Indoor Tracking: Base chance is the same as
for outdoor tracking.

?

Indoor Surface or Condition modifiers:

Dirt floor, or unused, dusty area +20%

Wooden floor, or area which allows some
occasional indication of passage

±0%

Stone floor which prevents all but the minutest
traces of passage

-50%

Other Indoor modifiers:

For each creature being tracked beyond the
first in the group being tracked

+02%

For passing over an area where other
creatures cross or over track trail

-50%

Note: If the terrain modifier was already of the -50%
category, then tracking is impossible.

Outdoor Tracking: The base chance to successfully track
outdoors is 20% at first level, plus an additional
10%/level . The base can rise as high as 110%, but never
exceed that figure. Note that even in such a case, the
adjusted chance can drop below 100% when negative
modifiers are taken into account. An adjusted chance of
greater than 100% is treated as 100%; that is the trail can
be followed for as long as the current conditions apply.
The ranger must move at half his normal speed.

If intelligent efforts are made to hide the trail, consider
the terrain to be of the next lower category. If the terrain
modifier was already of the -50% category, then tracking
is impossible.

The ranger can hide his own trail with the same base
percentage chance as he does tracking others.  The ranger
reduces his current move rate by half while bestowing a
terrain penalty equal to the next lower category to his
pursuers. The ranger discontinues hiding his trail when
he resumes full movement. Areas covered in mud or
other materials that prevent trails from being hidden
impose a -50% penalty allowing for almost flawless
tracking. It is possible to cover ones tracks in light snow,
sand, or loose dirt and gravel.  Heavy dense and deep
material such as mud and deep snow makes it almost
impossible to hide tracks.

Special note: Tracking indoors is impossible if the ranger
has never observed some distinguishing characteristic
about the tracks of the creature to be tracked, or if the
ranger does not observe the quarry making the trail and
then follow the tracks within a reasonable amount of time
thereafter. In all cases, the DM must use common sense
as to whether or not it will be possible to follow a
creature by tracking. For instance, creatures that leave
obvious trails can almost always be tracked; conversely,
creatures that do not normally leave any sign of passage
are almost impossible to track. However, since tracking is
a combination of visual, audio, and olfactory abilities,
tracking might be sometimes possible by unusual means.

Light conditions, indoors or outdoors: All tracking is
assumed to be done under conditions of good
illumination -- daylight or the equivalent (i.e. Continual
Light spell). The movement rate of a ranger while
tracking is slowed, even under optimum conditions; in
poor conditions, the ranger's movement rate may be
reduced drastically.
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Movement While Tracking

Situation Movement

Obvious tracks, good illumination 3/4 normal

Obvious tracks, poor illumination 2/3 normal

Occasional tracks, good illumination 2.3 normal

Occasional tracks, poor illumination 1/2 normal

Faint tracks, good illumination 1/2 normal

Faint tracks, poor illumination 1/4 normal

Identification of tracks: Identification of tracks can only
occur if the attempt to track is successful. The chance for
successful identification is the same as for tracking.
Identification abilities are cumulative. The following
table indicates the ranger's ability to identify various
types of creatures, an ability which improves with level.

Ranger Level Ability to Identify

Level Ability

1 Common woodland creatures' tracks and
direction of travel

2 Common woodland creatures' number and
pace

3 Common woodland creatures time of passage

4 As 3rd level; uncommon woodland creatures

5 As 3rd level; rare woodland creatures

6 As 3rd level; very rare woodland creatures

7 As 3rd level; all sorts of creatures

8 As 7th level, plus the ability to determine
general size and weight of humans

9 As 8th level, plus the ability to determine size
and number of mounted creatures

10 As 9th level, pertaining to all creatures ever
observed

Woodcraft allows the ranger the following skills: The
ranger chooses a free survival proficiency in one terrain
and climate at first level without the expenditure of non-
weapon proficiency slots. [Editor Note: Reference Non-
Weapon Proficiencies in the AD&D 2nd Edition Players
Handbook, page 54]

Climate Terrain

Cold Mountains

Heat Plains

Temperate Forest

Tropical Jungle

Survival gives the ranger knowledge of finding and
making shelter, weather sense and exposure, food
gathering, hunting, fishing, fire building, and direction
sense. The ranger has knowledge of treating local
ailments, illnesses, local herbs and remedies akin to first
aid and equal to one slot in both healing and herbalism.
The ranger cannot get lost in his primary terrain. The
ranger and his companions move one category faster
than the terrain allows as a result of his knowledge of
terrain and trails. The ranger is familiar with the local
habitat. The ranger is proficient in primitive weapon and
leather clothing production, see the Dungeon Master for
local rules. Players and Dungeon Masters can reference
AD&D Second Edition The Barbarian, Fighter, and
Ranger Handbooks for ideas. Finally, the ranger is
familiar with the cultures found in his primary terrain
akin to the local history non-weapon proficiency.

Rangers become adept with both trained and untamed
creatures, having a limited degree of animal empathy. If
a ranger carefully approaches or tends any natural
animal, he can try to modify the animal's reactions. (A
natural animal is one that can be found in the real world -
- a bear, snake, zebra, etc.) When dealing with domestic
or non-hostile animals, a ranger can approach the animal
and befriend it automatically.

When dealing with a wild animal or an animal trained to
attack, the ranger must roll a saving throw vs. Rod to
gain the animal's trust. If the ranger fails the saving
throw, its reaction can be shifted one category opposite of
what the ranger intended, making it more hostile . Of
course, the ranger must be at the front of the party and
must approach the creature fearlessly.

The ranger is an accomplished hunter , gaining his
reaction adjustment as a damage bonus when he chooses
to make one shot per round. The ranger gains a free
attack before initiative if his bow is knocked and ready. A
ranger who catches an opponent by surprise (as per the
thief, and adjudicated by the DM) inflicts double damage
for the initial surprise attack with melee weapons but not
receive the +4 to hit bonus as a thief.

To complete his tasks of infiltrator and spy, the ranger
uses certain thief-like abilities. The base percentage for
each skill is listed below. This base percentage must be
adjusted for the race and dexterity of the ranger as given
in the AD&D Players Handbook Thief description. After all
adjustments are made, the player may distribute 25
additional percentage points to the various special
abilities. Thereafter, each time the character advances a
level, he receives an additional 15 points to distribute
although no more than 10 points may be applied to one
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skill. Ranger abilities are subject to modifiers for
situation.

Ranger Skill Base Scores

Ranger Ability Base Score

Move Silently 20%

Climb Cliffs/Trees 40%

Detect Ambush 20%

Detect Snares/Pits 20%

Camouflage 25%

Move Silently allows a ranger to move without making
noise similar to a thief.

Climb Cliffs and Trees allow a ranger to climb similar to
a thief when in natural environments. In urban
environments the ability score may be reduced by as
much as half when attempting to climb walls and other
smooth surfaces.

Detect Ambush allows a ranger to choose the best spot
for ambush upon enemies, or to protect his group from
ambush while in camp. The ranger rolls his percent and if
successful, the ranger finds a spot where his group
cannot be ambushed, i.e. surprised. If the roll fails by
more than 25% the ranger will know he cannot find a safe
spot, else he will believe he has.

Detect Snares and Pits allow a ranger to detect
wilderness traps. The ranger must be actively looking for
traps in order to find them; merely passing by a trap will
not allow a ranger to detect or bypass it similar to a thief
finding traps.

The ranger can also set traps  to compliment his hunting
skills, using this score as a measure of success.. The
ranger can build snares and traps as per Gary Gygax's
Hunter class (© 1988 Trigee Enterprises Corporation).
These constructions will catch game or enemies. The
hunter can construct any of the following in the times
shown below and with the noted effects on any victim:

 Snare: 30 minutes; save vs. Death or victim killed.

 Deadfall: 1 hour; 4d6 damage.

 Heavy Deadfall: 2 hours; save vs. Death or victim
killed; 6d6 damage if save made.

 Pit Trap: 4 hours; save vs. Death to avoid
unconsciousness for 1 hour, 1d6 damage +
1d6/stake placed, up to 10, with d10 roll by victim
to determine how many stakes are effective; no

escape, or at least 1 minute required to get out of
pit (Dungeon Master determination).

 Spring Trap: 15 minutes; 4d4 damage; successful
‘to hit' roll must be made by trap against victim's
armor class to inflict damage, but no dexterity
bonuses allowed (because the trap is a surprise).

Camouflage allows a ranger to hide himself,
companions, and items in shadows or plain sight by use
of materials found in the local environment. Rangers can
camouflage entrances to hiding places. Success means the
camouflage renders all affected invisible. Creatures
seeing only in black and white bestow a -50% penalty
due to their color blindness. Animals or creatures having
enhanced sense of smell bestow a -75% penalty unless
steps are taken to mask scent. If the animal or creature
fails to see through the camouflage, it can still smell the
ranger and is aware of a presence but does not know the
ranger's exact location. The animal can eventually locate
him changing position in relation to the wind direction.
The ranger can himself hide in natural surroundings
similar to a thief hiding in shadows.

The ranger receives further adjustments according to his
dexterity and armor; see the thief description in the
AD&D Players Handbook for information. Some characters
may find that, after adjustments, they have negative
scores. In this case, the character must spend points
raising his skill percentage to at least 1% before he can
use the skill.

Rangers are self-taught exterminators of humanoid "giant
class" creatures. When fighting humanoid type creatures
of the "giant class", rangers add 1 hit point for each level
of experience they have attained to the points of damage
scored when they hit in melee combat. An expanded list
of giant class creatures includes: Bugbear, grimlock,
ogrillon, cyclopskin, half-ogre, orc, dune stalker, half-orc,
orog, ettin, hobgoblin, quaggoth, flind, kobold, tasloi,
giant, meazel, troll, gibberling, norker, xvart, gnoll, and
ogre. [Author note: Credit is given to my friend Bryan
Manahan for compiling the list from  several sources.]

Many legends abound about rangers wrestling big
animals. At 4th level, the ranger can execute a bear hug
with an unarmed attack roll of 18 – 20 on the die. The
ranger causes the opponent to become unconscious for
1d6 rounds if he rolls a natural 20 on the attack roll. The
opponent can attempt to break the hold as per wrestling
rules in the [2nd Edition] Skills and Powers Combat and
Tactics Book. The ranger has +2 to his strength score for
the purposes of holding and breaking a hold. The ranger
confers 1d4 + strength bonus damage per round as long
as the hold is successful. The ranger inflicts lethal
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damage per round as a result of restricting air flow and
the probability of breaking bones. The ranger's bear hug
is only executable on opponents that are similar in size to
the ranger.

In addition the ranger has other abilities gained with
level:

 At 3rd level, the ranger can create a salve or tea
that affects the intended as a Cure Light Wounds
spell. See the Second Edition Player's Handbook for
rules under healing and herbalism. The ranger is
that familiar with healing and herbalism their
expertise rivals a 1st level cleric or druid. The
ranger creates a potion or salve once per week and
keeps potency for one day per experience level of
the ranger. The ranger cannot do anything else
during this time except create the concoction. One
full treatment must be applied to one patient,
,otherwise no benefits are received. Application
time is one day. The ranger must do nothing else
but administer the treatment to the patient and the
patient can only rest during this time.  The patient
can resume normal functioning after treatment is
completed. The amount of hit points restored
increases with the ranger's level as if he were a
druid of equal level.

 At 5th, level, the ranger can create a salve or tea that
affects the intended as a Slow Poison spell. The
ranger creates one treatment per week.  See rules
for the cure light wounds concoction above for
prep and administration times. The concoction
slows the poison for a duration as if the ranger
were a druid of equal level. He also gains a +2 on
saves vs. charm and illusion spells from woodland
creatures. As, the ranger increases in experience, he
increases in awareness of his surroundings. The
ranger can Detect Invisibility once per day with a
duration as a caster of equal level, due to his
personal training and experience in awareness of
surroundings

 At 8th level, the ranger can move as if affected by a
Pass Without Trace spell. A ranger moves totally
silently at full movement rate while under this
effect. The ranger may attempt this once per day
with the duration as a druid of equal level.

 At 9th level, the ranger can Detect Charm from
woodland creatures once per day with a duration
as a caster of equal level.

There are legends of spell casting rangers. These rangers
receive magical training from elves or other creatures for

service short of giving their life. Other rangers reach such
a balance in neutrality that nature itself embraces the
ranger and grants him druidic spell casting abilities. A
human ranger may dual class as a magic-user or druid
while demi-humans should multi-class according to the
rules in the Second Edition Player's Handbook.

Rangers can build castles, forts, or strongholds, but do
not gain any special followers by doing so. Furthermore,
rangers tend to be loners, men constantly on the move.
They cannot have henchmen, hirelings, mercenaries, or
even servants until they reach 8th level. At 10th level, a
ranger attracts 2d6 followers. These followers might be
normal humans, but they are often animals or even
stranger denizens of the land. The DM can randomly
assign or choose specific followers. These followers arrive
over the course of several months. Often they are
encountered during the ranger's adventures (allowing
you and your DM a chance to role-play the initial
meeting). While the followers are automatically loyal and
friendly toward the ranger, their future behavior depends
on the ranger's treatment of them.

In all cases, the ranger does not gain any special method
of communicating with his followers. He must either
have some way of speaking to them or they simply
mutely accompany him on his journeys. Of course, the
ranger is not obligated to take on followers. If he prefers
to remain independent, he can release his followers at
any time. They reluctantly depart, but stand ready to
answer any call for aid he might put out at a later time.

Like the paladin, the ranger has a code of behavior.

 Any change to evil alignment strips the character of
his ranger status. Thereafter he is considered a
fighter of the same level with 8 sided hit dice ever
after and can never regain ranger status. If the
ranger involuntarily has his alignment change to
evil (perhaps in a situation of no choice as in
controlled by magic), he cannot earn any more
experience points until he has cleansed himself of
that evil. This can be accomplished by correcting
the wrongs he committed, avenging himself on the
person who forced him to commit the act, or
releasing those oppressed by evil. The ranger
instinctively knows what things he must do to
regain his status (i.e., the DM creates a special
adventure for the character).

 While they can have any monetary amount of
treasure, they cannot have more treasure than they
can carry. Excess treasure must either be converted
to a portable form or donated to a worthy
institution (an NPC group, not a player character).


